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turbation. methods. ' I'he fine structure formula then as-

surnes the following form

TABLE I.

IaX'$J(J+1}g I+b+If(J,K) I C,

where a, b, and r, are constants and f{J,K) is a rather
complicated function which takes into account the small

departure from molecular symmetry. This expression can
be fitted handsomely to the data presented in Coon' s

paper. ' Indeed the 1eading (and dominant) term closely
approximates his empirical formula, c'(2X-J},for valIIes
of J and K large in comparison with their difference.
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eQB' V/8-2 =4.08
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S IMMONS and Gordy' report that interactions involv-

ing the nuclear quadrupole moment do not altogether
account for the fine structure appearing in, the inversion
spectrum (microwave) of NI~H3, and suggest that coupling
of the nuclear dipole moment with the magnetic field set
up by molecular rotation may be responsible for the dis-

crepancies brought to light by their measurements.
A theoretical expression describing the eA'ect of such

coupling in molecules possessing a non-vanishing resultant
of electron spins has recently been put forward by the
writ. er. '"' 'l his can be taken over bodily in dealing with cases
where nuclear rather than electron spins interact. with
electronic orbital angular momenta. In the present in-

stance one has only tn replace 5 by I and add the resulting
expression to the formula used by Simmons and Gordy
in their calculations. Over and above terms representing
quadrupole (or pseudoquadrupole) coupling, there then

appears the following correction to the rotational energy

IaK2LJ{J+1)j '+bI P~(F+1)—J(J+1)—I(I+1}j,
which owes its simple form to t.he fact that the ammonia
Inolecule is symmetrical about an axis thro&igh the nitrogen
atom.

The extent to which this iinproves the agreemen. t be-
tween calculated and observed separations of satellites
from their main lines is set forth in Table I. The columns
list discrepancies between observed values of hv and Av',

and those calculated with and without inclusion of the
dipole term in, the 6ne structure formula. It is seen that
these can, be reduced so that they compare in magnitude
and scat, t.er with experinlental errors, estimated by Sim-
mons and Gordy as ranging from +5 kc/sec. to &30
kc/sec.

Constant. s used in obtaining these figures were (mc jsec.}:
eQ8' V/8s'= 4.10 with a =0.0057, b =0.0011,

when the quadrupole term stands alone.
Ke wish to acknowledge the kind assistance of Pro-

fessor Townes, at whose suggestion this work was under-

taken.
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&HE subject of plane waves of sound of finite ampli-

tude has received atten. tion from the time of Rie-
mann and was considered at some length by Rayleigh, i

who predicted that, Iieglecting viscosity, the "crests of
the velocity curve v ould gain continually on the troughs
alld nlust at last overtake them. " R. I&. Fay' has provided
an a»alysis, including a consideration of the viscosity
eAect, and has shown that. there is a gradual transfer of

energy from lower to higher frequencies, so that a wave
tends toward the distortion predicted by Rayleigh. Be-

FIG. 1. Shadow photograph by collimated light of sound waves in
air of frequency 405 kc/sec. , at 27'C, the source being an x cut quart&
plate with a peak voltage of 350 volts on the electrodes. Distortion of
plane waves leaving the source is shown.


